
CSC 362 Fall 2017 Lab 2 [20 points] September 7, 2017

Purpose

The purpose of this lab is to practice more with JavaScript, HTML, CSS, and d3, and to

make your first visualization with time data.

Deliverables

Due September 12, 2017. Upload the lab 2 files to your webpage for your visualization

and writeup.

Let’s make a line graph!

In this lab you will make a line graph using a time series. Time is a continuous measurement

with equally spaced units of measure (years, days, hours, etc.). Time series “is a series of

data points indexed (or listed or graphed) in time order.1” Download the Lab 2 files from

Moodle and setup your lab 2 webpage. The lab 2 files include:

lab2.html - The main webpage

lab2.css - The style sheet

lab2.js - The JavaScript page

wnvhumancases.csv - The data

lab2.html

Change the title to “Lab 2: <your name>” and add any text for your page.

wnvhumancases.csv

Your data file is the number of confirmed cases of West Nile virus in California. The file has

four columns:

Year - The year that the cases were confirmed

Week Reported - The week of the year that the cases were confirmed

County - The county of the reported cases

Positive Cases - The number of positive cases of West Nile virus

1Thanks Wikipedia.
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lab2.css

Feel free to update this file according to your own style.

lab1.js

Three scales have been created for you:

var x = d3.scaleTime().range([0, width]),

y = d3.scaleLinear().range([height, 0]),

z = d3.scaleOrdinal(d3.schemeCategory20);

[Writeup] 1. What is the difference between d3.scaleTime(), d3.scaleLinear(), and

d3.scaleOrdinal()? Specifically, discuss the different types of data that you would use for

each, and provide an example data set for each.

We are going to need to create time objects for our time scale using the data from our

data file. Our time data is given to us in weeks and years, and we will need to parse the data

accordingly. (I assumed that the week started on a Sunday.) Use the following reference

to help you complete the parseTime variable. https://github.com/d3/d3/blob/master/

API.md#time-formats-d3-time-format.

When reading in our data we will want to convert the number of confirmed cases to a

number, and we will want to create a variable date that holds our date object using our

parseTime variable.

d3.csv("wnvhumancases.csv", function(d) {

d.date = parseTime(CODE GOES HERE);

d.cases = CODE GOES HERE

return d;

}, function(error, data) {

if (error) throw error;

We want to plot each county on a separate line with the x-axis as our time, and the

y-axis as our number of confirmed cases. To plot each county separately we will need to use

d3.nest to nest our data by county. You will not need to use the .rollup part of nest.

Take a look at your data, nested by county, using console.log before you continue.

Define the domains of your x, y, and z axes. The x axis should go from the minimum

date to the maximum date. Take a look at d3.extent for your x axis! The y axis should go

from 0 to the maximum number of confirmed cases. Your z axis should map the counties to

the colors.
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The code to draw the lines has already been appended to your svg group. Take a

look at the variable line near the top of your code and how it is being called within the

append("path") call. You may need to slightly edit this code based on your variable names.

You should now have a time series line graph.

[Writeup] 2. What specific information can you gather from this visualization, i.e. what

did it teach you about West Nile Virus? [Writeup] 3. What are two deficiencies of this

visualization? Give one possible design improvement for each deficiency.

Finally, add a dashed line to your chart (you may not use this as a possible design

improvement for writeup question 3.) that is the average number of West Nile cases for each

date. Use the below code as a guide to help setup the path and style. Hint: When setting up

your data, be careful with dates. When using a date object as a key, it will be converted

to a string and will no longer be a date object. This will make it so that you cannot

access the date on your x axis. You will need to save the date object as part of the value.

g.append("path")

.datum(THE DATA)

.style("fill", "none")

.style("stroke", "black")

.style("stroke-width", 2)

.style("stroke-dasharray", "5 5")

.attr("d", LOOK AT YOUR LINE VARIABLE AS A GUIDE);

After you created your average data, you will need to sort your keys by the date that is

in the values. Here is some example code that would sort the dates in ascending order.
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average.sort(function(a, b) {

return d3.ascending(a.value.date, b.value.date);

});

There are numerous types of curve interpolation. The line variable used curveLinear.

Check out all of the different options:

https://bl.ocks.org/d3noob/ced1b9b18bd8192d2c898884033b5529

Submission

Add your completed lab to your Lab 2 page on your Davidson Domain.


